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Three drivers of behavioural change at scale

1. Story:  frame your issue in a way that inspires 
involvement

2. People:  get specific about who you need to partner 
with and influence

3. Nudges: make it easy to act in support 



STORY-TELLING TO STORY-MAKING



ESSENCE
what

VALUES
why

PERSONALITY
how

VOICE KEY
Use this to ensure consistency in your brand voice 

across campaigns, languages, audiences, and accounts



The importance of a good metaphor

We introduced the micro-narrative “our 
eggs are all in Eskom’s basket, and if it 
drops our economy breaks” 

This summed up the issue in a way people 
could understand and relate to, and the 
narrative was picked up by the president 
and several other commentators ahead of 
SONA 1 2019. 



THEORY OF CHANGE 

ISSUE ACTION IMPACT

What’s at stake,
And why should I care?

What are you doing about it, and how 
can I get involved?

What happens if we’re successful, and 
why is that important and good? 





Kurt Vonnegut on the Shape of Stories

The Soul of a Story is Change

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oP3c1h8v2ZQ


ISSUE ACTION IMPACT

WHAT SO WHAT NOW WHAT

STAKES SET-BACK SOLUTION

CONFLICT DEVELOPMENT RESOLUTION

AND BUT THEREFORE

THESIS ANTITHESIS SYNTHESIS

The Essence of your story



https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B00_Mo7rBPXwNUIxVUNHNWprbms/preview


The key is, no matter what 
story you tell, make your 
audience the hero.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUL4o0nxk9s


"Sometimes we think people are motivated only by money or power, these very concrete 
incentives. But they are also motivated by stories. So it's important to listen to people and 
ask them what stories are important to them" 

- @BarackObama, The Final Year (Netflix)



Gathering the
Community



BONFIRESWILDFIRES FIREWORKS

THREE WAYS WE STOKE A MOVEMENT



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptKqFafZgCk


1%    >    9%    >    90%
Create ConsumeShare

Finding “Community” 

Second degree network: the people who you reach the most frequently and 
who have the most interest in your topic and brand, the most shared 
connections, and are most likely to share your content. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW8amMCVAJQ


Three practices 
of digital leadership
Charlene Li

Encourage Sharing

Cultivate Followers

Use networks to make meaningful decisions 



#Internet4all



Background

In 2016 we activated supporters from around Africa to get President Paul Kagame to formally 
acknowledge the importance of protecting internet access and working towards #internet4all. 

In 2017 we were tasked with launching #internet4all in South Africa, and making it the priority issue 
around Youth Day on June 16th. 

With just two weeks to prepare, zero media budget, and only a team of three people to drive the 
campaign we were able to reach millions of South Africans, drive the issue into the mainstream media, 
and secure the support of the ICT Minister and Deputy President. Here’s how we did it. 



The Campaign Canvas laid out the preparatory work required, two weeks in advance



Setting the firework 

- Prepare influencer lists
- Book an event venue
- Research facts 
- Design 50+ shareable infographics
- Write 3 articles for the web



❏ Very lightweight 
production - done in 
powerpoint so anyone 
could edit quickly 

❏ We also shared the 
template with our 
partners + influencers 
to create their own 
graphics



Digital campaign kits were sent to community leaders 



A Youth Day Meetup & Tweetup was announced



Meetup
Showed SA’s online community that there are faces behind and involved in the campaign. Early on the 
morning of Youth Day a small group of participants spent two hours researching, tweeting, and 
responding on the #internet4all hashtag



Twitter | Trending

Screenshot taken
Friday, 
June 16th, 2017

Screenshot taken
Saturday, 
June 17th, 11:35

#Internet4All started trending, and stayed trending for two 
days



Influence 

partners 

helped launch 

the campaign



Blog Posts
Two blog posts gave background to the campaign.

Launch article signed off by Elsie Kanza Influencer piece to secure guaranteed reach



It became more playful 
as the day progressed



People offered their support for the campaign

Posts the show practical 
outcomes + support for the 
campaign to continue]



WEF Agenda article 
The culmination of the campaign was an article published on a website read by top leaders and 

policy-makers globally

Article: 
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/
2017/06/dare-to-dream-this-is-ho
w-internet4all-could-reboot-sa/

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/06/dare-to-dream-this-is-how-internet4all-could-reboot-sa/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/06/dare-to-dream-this-is-how-internet4all-could-reboot-sa/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/06/dare-to-dream-this-is-how-internet4all-could-reboot-sa/


Twitter Results
Results over the weekend 

Metric

Impressions 36,817,080

Reach 13,546,388 

Number of tweets using the #internet4all 6,466

Number of tweets using the 
#internetforall

441

Total number of hashtag Contributors 2,712



By Monday, articles and trending topic 
was seeded to key government leaders, 
and we were invited to contribute 
content for speeches, TV interviews, 
and meetings.

Deputy President Ramaphosa gave 
several speeches using our 
campaign hashtag and design! 



Within six weeks Internet4all was tabled in parliament
And government has formally committed to the goal of 100% connectivity by 2020



Pioneers Authorities Amplifiers Participators Scalers Recorders

Actively interested, involved, 
and supportive. E.g. Industry 
Experts

People and institutions 
who will give the 
campaign credibility by 
adding their voice. E.g. 
Academics and 
Institutions

Generally interested in 
issues related to the 
campaign, and will 
support. 
E.g. Business Leaders. 

Which interest group 
social media users (any 
level of following) can 
we activate to drive mass 
participation in this 
campaign
E.g. friends, family, 
public

Who are the public 
figures or celebrities we 
can use to scale this out 
to the masses

Journalists

Outreach

Action requested 

Materials

PEOPLE PLAN



Find the super-connectors



People join movements for the cause, and stay for the friends.
 

People join movements for the friends, and discover the cause. 



                           The Friendship Formula = Proximity + Frequency + Duration + Intensity



GET THEM INVOLVED IN 
SMALL WAYS 

Benjamin Franklin effect
Asking for a favour, and honoring the exchange 
builds trust



Whale Pod



Designing for Action





     FEEL 

         KNOW

   DO

+ _



UX + Social

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRc263lgZok


FACILITATE BEHAVIOUR CHANGE

Focus on baby steps for long-term 
change. Harness whatever motivation 
exists at the moment. 

● big leaps almost always fail

● look at environment/context

● trust that tiny habits grow naturally: if 
you start doing something small, and it’s 
a regular habit, it will naturally grow to 
its ideal size (e.g. exercise will go up to 
30 mins a day, flossing will go to all your 
teeth)

Guide people in creating structured behaviours



1. Get Specific 
2. Make it Easy
3. Trigger the 

Behaviour

The Fogg 
Method

Translate Outcomes into 
behaviours 

Big leaps almost always 
fail. How do you facilitate 
the next step? 



Outcome Target Behaviour
What is the specific behaviour you’re aiming to create, increase, reduce, or eliminate? 

Motivation Ability Triggers

Three core motivators Six simplicity factors Three types of triggers

- Sensation: pleasure/pain
- Anticipation: hope/fear
- Belonging: Social acceptance/rejection

Time, Money, 
Physical effort, Brain cycles, Social Deviance, Non-routine

Facilitator (Enabling trigger)
Signal (Notifying trigger)
Spark (Motivating trigger)

How do we motivate them? How do we make it easier for them to act? How do we facilitate, remind or nudge them to act? 

Campaign:                                                   Dates: 

BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE CANVAS



In Conclusion



Stanford Social Innovation Review “The Science of What Makes People Care” 
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_science_of_what_makes_people_care



Purpose People Content

Why Goal Audience Passion Point

How Values Partners Perspective

What Message Community Action

Download the template at http://www.treeshake.com/content/socialfireworks 

THE SOCIAL CAMPAIGN CANVAS

Campaign:                                                   Timing: 

http://www.treeshake.com/content/socialfireworks


"It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong 
man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The 
credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred 
by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short 
again and again, because there is no effort without error and shortcoming; 
but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, 
the great devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the best 
knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he 
fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with 
those cold and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat." 

- Theodore Roosevelt, The Man in the Arena 
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